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executive summary

The University of Virginia manages a complex portfolio of buildings that includes over four million
assignable square feet of academic space (excluding athletics, clinical, and residential space).
Understanding how this space is used and managed today is critical for contextualizing each of the
University’s schools’ projections of future growth and space requirements, and for creating a rigorous
strategic framework to inform future capital-investment decisions. This study therefore has three
primary purposes. To:
•
•
•

Analyze the use, configuration, and future needs of the University’s instructional space portfolio;
Synthesize the myriad of space studies conducted for individual schools and/or around specific
topics, and to identify common themes, minimize the need for duplication, and identify
opportunities for sharing;
Provide a series of policy recommendations that together form a strategic framework for the
management and prioritization of academic space at UVA, and that can be used to support the
development of the University’s new strategic plan.

Our key findings are that:
•
•

•

UVA’s current approach to space planning and capital development is decentralized, and that
there is likely value in the University adopting a more synergistic and strategic posture.
The University faces a climate of shifting modalities, primarily in active learning and interdisciplinary
research, and the majority of its current space portfolio is not well-suited to this change.
Optimizing the use of existing resources is therefore critical so as to enlarge the pie for potential
reinvestment.
The University could better drive positive culture change if it had a governance structure that
integrated academic, financial, and physical planning, supported by data, tools, and processes
that empower transparent, analytical, and rigorous decision making.

With respect to the University’s Provost-controlled classroom portfolio, the data strongly suggests that
UVA has a sufficient quantity of classroom space to meet current and projected demand, and that
more efficient use of this portfolio is realistically achievable, particularly on Monday and Wednesday
mornings.
However, qualitatively, UVA will need a different kind of classroom in the future. Future pedagogies at
UVA will almost certainly continue shifting toward active learning models, but the existing classroom
inventory restricts the University’s ability to implement this change. In the near-term, the University
can (slightly) improve the utilization of existing active learning classrooms, and it can, on a small scale,
convert existing traditional classrooms to active learning classrooms. But intermediate- and long-term
needs will not be met by these changes. There are likely very few, if any, candidates for conversion of
larger rooms, particularly at the 120-person capacity, identified as an area of significant need. The study
finds that for every shift of 5% of the total number of sections from traditional to active learning, the
University will need to provide seven to eight additional active learning classrooms.
With respect to research space, 62% of UVA’s existing portfolio is outmoded, in poor condition, and/or not
well-suited to the kinds of interdisciplinary, problem-based team research the University is increasingly
emphasizing (the data provided, and our analysis, do not reflect the renovations of Chemistry, Gilmer,
and Pinn Hall). Modernizing the University’s research space portfolio is therefore a critical priority.
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Approximately one-third of the University’s academic space is offices. Several studies, including
the UVA Administrative Staff Space Study and the Health Sciences Integrated Space Plan, have
suggested alternative workplace configurations. Because of the sheer quantity of office ASF, continued
experimentation with workplace models is a high-value proposition.
Over the last several years, UVA has conducted multiple, independent space needs studies, primarily
at the level of individual schools. A simple aggregation of stated need totals approximately 587,000
ASF (excluding non-academic space from the Health System). This decentralized approach to space
planning and capital development likely overstates need (this is certainly the case for classrooms), and
ignores opportunities for sharing. We therefore conclude that while new space is warranted in some
cases (for example: growth in engineering will require more space), an emphasis on adaptive reuse or
replacement, and the creation of a holistic context from which to consider future unit-based studies
should be a high priority for UVA.
With respect to future development, the University is fortunate to have multiple opportunities in a
number of different districts: Ivy Corridor, Stacey-West Main, Brandon Avenue, and Fontaine Research
Park. These zones represent over 2.5 million square feet of development potential (and a future
redevelopment of what is now the West Complex could offer another 500,000 square feet). Each of
these opportunities could be transformative, and their order and character will define the future of
Grounds. It is therefore imperative to prioritize these opportunities in conjunction with an overall vision
for UVA that integrates academic, financial, and physical planning.
Finally, the study makes several policy recommendations. The key finding is that UVA’s academic space
governance structures need to be unified and activated. To accomplish this, the study recommends
undertaking a grounds-plan update that, based on identified redevelopment zones, assesses and
prioritizes synergies for the location and phasing of future uses on Grounds; helps shape space needs
developed by schools or other planning efforts; and helps form a platform for integrated planning.
The University should also consider adjusting incentive and organizational structures to impact the
formation of capital projects, promote interdisciplinarity, and better support project prioritization.
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OVERVIEW
The Strategic Framework for Academic Space was a six-month inquiry, conducted from April through
October 2018. It engaged various stakeholders from the Office of the Architect for the University,
Facilities Management, the Office of the Provost, and individual schools and colleges.
The key purpose of the study was to understand how academic space at the University is used and
managed today, and to lay the groundwork for the future prioritization of capital projects.
The study’s key tasks were to:
1. Review and synthesize existing data and previously-completed unit studies
2. Undertake an instructional space and informal learning space study
3. Create a strategic framework for managing and prioritizing academic space

ACADEMIC SPACE ACROSS GROUNDS

assignable square feet of academic space
by space type
The study explored the composition and utilization of over four million assignable square feet (ASF) of
academic space at the University of Virginia. The pie chart below shows the breakdown of this space
by space type, with athletics, clinical, and residential space excluded. Across Grounds, UVA’s academic
space includes approximately 300,000 ASF of classroom space (7%), 840,000 ASF of research labs (21%),
1.3 million ASF of offices (32%), 500,000 ASF of study space (12%), of which nearly half is made up of
stacks, and 400,000 ASF of general use space (10%). This last category includes assembly, exhibition,
dining, lounge, auditoria, gallery and other assorted spaces. Among large research universities similar
to UVA, this space breakdown, including the relative percentages of classroom and office space, is fairly
typical.

BREAKDOWN OF ACADEMIC SPACE (4.1 MILLION ASF)

*Excludes athletics, clinical, and residential space
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BENCHMARKING
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Normative approaches to university space planning have inherent limitations because explorations
of per student square foot space allocations in major space categories across different colleges and
universities reveal an almost linear distribution, with little clustering of the data (presumably if there
were a “correct” answer or a perfect space-need formula, this would produce clustering around
specific per square foot values in real-world institutional space inventories). Benchmarking is also
perilous because it is often difficult to achieve true “apples to apples” comparisons, with matching
assumptions in how data is collected across institutions. All of this notwithstanding, here are several
comparisons that provide high-level feedback on UVA’s relative position regarding available space.
Our comparison dataset contains information from over 100 different institutions, and the graphs
below and on the opposite page show UVA’s assignable square feet per student in classroom, office,
study, and general use categories. Several relevant comparator institutions are noted. In general,
UVA’s classroom and general use ASF/student FTE is in the middle of the dataset, while UVA is on the
higher end with respect to office and study space ASF/student FTE.
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classrooms by SIZE & station COUNT

CLASSROOMs
The pie charts below show the capacity and “ownership” of UVA’s 280 classrooms. Most classrooms
(84%) have station counts between one and 80 seats. The majority of UVA’s classrooms (71%) fall under
the jurisdiction of the Provost; these classrooms are centrally managed and are open to all academic
units. The remaining classrooms (29%) are controlled by individual schools/colleges and units.

distribution of classrooms
by station count

The graph below shows the distribution of classrooms arranged from left to right by ASF per station
in ascending order, with each classroom colored based on its capacity. The diagram shows that rooms
with smaller capacities have a higher ASF per station and vice versa (this is typical and is usually driven
by the type of furniture used to configure the different kinds of classrooms). Note, in particular, that
the University’s current supply of rooms in the 120-seat range have an average station size around 16
ASF. This will be relevant in our latter discussion of the need for additional active learning classrooms.

distribution of classrooms
by “owner”

total classrooms: 280
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classroom asf distribution
The heatmap below shows the distribution of classroom space across Grounds. The darker a building
is colored, the more ASF of classroom space that building contains. The map illustrates an important
east-west academic spine, stretching from Gilmer Hall in the west, to the University Hospital in the east.
The professional schools also support a significant classroom concentration in North Grounds. The four
buildings with the highest concentrations of classroom space are New Cabell Hall, Robertson Hall, the
Law School, and the Darden School of Business.

teaching labORATORIES
The pie charts below describe UVA’s teaching laboratory space. The left pie chart shows the breakdown
between class labs, which have regularly-scheduled formal instruction, and open labs, which include both
program-specific non-scheduled spaces and other University resources like computer labs and maker
spaces. The right pie chart shows the distribution of these open laboratories by their administrator. The
College of Arts and Sciences controls just over half of all open laboratories on Grounds, and the School
of Engineering and Applied Sciences administers nearly one-third, with the remainder under the control
of a variety of entities, as shown.

scheduled and open teaching labs

open labs by “owner”

total labs: 258
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open lab distribution by asf

teaching lab asf distribution

The graph below shows the distribution of open labs arranged from left to right by ASF in ascending
order, with each lab colored based on its administrator. We have labeled the five largest open labs on
Grounds as well as several of the smallest. While open labs are an important part of many programs,
the nature of the labs usually prevents good record keeping of their usage. It would therefore be
appropriate for the University to review open lab assignments on a periodic basis to ensure optimal
space allocations.

The heatmap below shows the distribution of teaching lab ASF across Grounds (this includes both spaces used
for scheduled instruction and open labs). The darker blue a building is colored, the more ASF of lab space
it contains. Labs are largely clustered around the science, engineering, and architecture buildings. The two
buildings with the highest concentrations of teaching lab space are the Chemistry Building and Campbell Hall.
(Note that the square footage indicated for Chemistry shows the building’s pre-renovation configuration)

ASF

Research lab asf distribution
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The heatmap below shows the distribution of research lab ASF across Grounds. The darker blue a building
is colored, the more ASF of lab space it contains. This map reveals three centers of research activity on
Grounds—one at the medical center in the east, one around the science and engineering district in the
west, and the Fontaine Research Park southwest of Central Grounds. The three buildings with the highest
concentrations of research lab space are the Chemistry Building, Gilmer Hall, and Pinn Hall. (Note that the
square footage indicated for Gilmer Hall shows the building’s pre-renovation configuration)
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maker space distribution
The map below shows the distribution of maker spaces across Grounds. These are collaborative work
spaces with special features and technologies to facilitate learning, exploration, and fabrication of items.
At UVA, maker spaces include wood shops, 3D printing labs, computer labs, and other productionoriented spaces.

MECHATRONICS LAB, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BUILDING

drama department scene & prop shop, drama building

scholars’ lab, alderman library

school of architecture “fab lab”, campbell hall

Photos courtesy of University Communications
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office asf per station

office asf distribution

The office space category is the single largest category of academic space at UVA (and all other
universities) with over 1.3 million ASF, nearly one-third of all the University’s academic space. The graph
below shows the distribution of offices by station size, arranged from left to right in ascending order.
The top five offices with the largest ASF per station figures are labeled. Per the Administrative Space
Study, the recommended figure for private offices is 130 ASF; this line is marked on the chart. UVA,
however, currently has an average (academic) office station size of 134 ASF, with 47% of offices having
an ASF per station figure greater than 130. Note that these station size calculations include large open
space and bullpen configurations as well as private offices.

The heatmap below shows the distribution of office space across Grounds. The darker blue a building is
colored, the more ASF of office space it contains. The four buildings with the highest concentrations of
office space are Thornton Hall, Rice Hall, New Cabell Hall, and 560 Ray Hunt Drive.
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Instructional space utilization

classroom utilization

uva-wide classrooms by controlling school/college/unit

Using data provided by UVA’s Office of the Registrar and the individual colleges (where available), we
measured the number of hours in the week a room is used for scheduled instruction (termed weekly
room hours or WRH) for the Fall 2017 semester. The scatter plot at the top of the opposite page shows
the utilization of all classrooms, measured by WRHs, indexed by the number of stations in the room,
and colored by the room’s controlling entity. SCHEV targets 40 hours per week of classroom use for
scheduled instruction. This is consistent with other states, although some still use what is now an oldfashioned 30-hour-per-week minimum target.

WRH

Classrooms at UVA are controlled by multiple entities. The Provost is responsible for the general
classroom pool that can be used by any department for scheduled instruction (198 rooms); other rooms
are controlled by the School of Medicine (27), Law (21), Darden (18), Engineering (6), Libraries (1), and
Nursing (1).

This minimum target range is indicated by a yellow band on the graph; classrooms in or above this
band can be considered to have reasonable usage. In general, the scatterplot indicates that with a
few exceptions, the majority of classrooms across Grounds, regardless of size or owner, are used less
than 40 hours per week for scheduled instruction. Law, Darden, and the School of Medicine’s rooms
are, generally speaking, lightly utilized (though there are questions about the completeness of the data
provided).

provost-controlled classrooms by configuration

WRH

The scatterplot at the bottom of the opposite page shows only the Provost-controlled rooms, and
explores the utilization of these rooms by their configuration: sloped-floor, flat-floor, or raised-floor (to
accommodate technology). Note that almost all rooms with capacities greater than 75 have a sloped
floor, which limits teaching flexibility, and may hinder conversion for active learning purposes.
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room utilization by day and time

While the majority of classroom utilization is for scheduled instruction, many classrooms are also used
for departmental events and student group usage. The graph below shows cumulative scheduled
instructional and non-instructional space utilization over the course of the semester. Scheduled
instruction is relatively consistent, while student group use has discernible peaks toward the end of the
semester. The yellow bar shows where utilization (i.e. the blue area) would be if all classrooms were
scheduled for 30 to 40 WRH.

The histograms below show fluctuations in the percentage of Provost-controlled classrooms throughout
the day, by day of the week, for the busiest week of the Fall 2017 semester. Peak classroom use takes
place on Tuesday and Thursday mornings (between 9:30 AM and 11:00 AM), at which time nearly 100%
of classrooms have scheduled activity. Classrooms are also used at UVA for non-instructional purposes,
and in particular are an important venue for student meetings (largely because of a lack of alternative
locations for these meetings). It was therefore important to analyze the impact of non-instructional use
of UVA’s classrooms. The data suggests that this non-instructional activity (departmental and student
group events) generally takes place after 5pm and is therefore complementary to instructional activity.
While this is not a perfect arrangement, particularly given limitations on food and other amenities
that students would like to include in their meetings, from purely a utilization perspective the current
arrangement does not present an obstacle. Finally, we note the relatively low use during the early
morning hours, and on Fridays; this pattern is not atypical.

WRH

instructional & non-instructional classroom utilization

WRH

The bar chart below shows a single week’s worth of scheduled activity in the 10 busiest buildings on
Grounds. At over 2,000 WRH, New Cabell Hall is over four times busier than the next busiest building,
Robertson Hall.
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classroom metric
Along with WRH measurements, the other important consideration in classroom use is the sense of
the overall fit of the classroom pool (and its associated station counts) with section sizes in the course
schedule. Our proposed classroom metric captures both of these considerations in a single diagram. The
examples on the opposite page are for demonstration purposes only and do not represent conditions at
UVA. The blue area shows classroom supply; each classroom generates a rectangle with height dictated
by the number of seats and width determined by the target 40 hours of scheduled use. Rooms are
ordered from largest to smallest. The orange area shows all scheduled instruction in classrooms. Each
course in the schedule generates a rectangle. The duration of the courses is represented on the x-axis
and its enrollment on the y-axis. Courses are not necessarily placed in the classrooms where they are
taught, but are arranged from largest enrollment to smallest, and distributed evenly across the x-axis.

LOW utilization
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40

80

120

160

200

high utilization
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40
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The pictures show the potential for two kinds of opportunity. “Vertical” opportunity is any blue area
that lies above an orange block, and “horizontal” opportunity is any blue area that lies between
orange blocks. Vertical opportunity represents empty seats in a room while class is in session and
captures notions that are traditionally resolved through the use of an average seat occupancy factor –
i.e., the capacity for larger section sizes or for renovations to create smaller rooms with lower station
counts (obviously pedagogical considerations about academic delivery need to be the primary driver).
Horizontal opportunity represents the capacity to schedule more sections – i.e., times when rooms are
vacant and available for use. In the example diagrams to the left, the top example shows capacity for
additional scheduled activity as well as increased enrollments, while the bottom example shows a good
fit between the classroom portfolio and sheduled instruction/course enrollment levels.
The graph can easily be translated into a numerical metric by taking the ratio of the orange area
to the blue area. Our diagram for UVA can be found overleaf. UVA’s classroom metric (Provost-only
classrooms) for the Fall 2017 semester is .467. While state systems that have adopted the use of this
metric typically target scores of .500 to .700, UVA’s score is good relative to other similar institutions
with whom we have conducted this exercise. For UVA, the diagram identifies rooms with capacities in
the 50 to 150 range as currently having fewer corresponding courses of similar size.
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160

200

*These excerpted figures are illustrative, and do not depict UVA data.
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SPACE FILL

METRIC SCORE: 0.467

TIME FILL
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enrollment PROJECTIONS

PROJECTED CLASSROOM DEMAND

UVA’s formal enrollment projections anticipated 22,590 students in Fall 2017. Actual enrollment
exceeded the projection by approximately 500 students. We can adjust the former projections to the
actual Fall 2017 enrollment; this results in a projected student headcount of 23,523 in 2025. Current
thinking at the University, however, assumes a more “typical” (i.e. historically based) year-over-year
growth rate of 1% per year. When applied to actual Fall 2017 enrollment, this method results in a
projected student body of almost almost 24,989 in 2025. The graph below reflects these projections.
With this rate of growth, it will be important for UVA to better utilize classrooms in order to
accommodate the increased enrollment.

The graph below describes current and projected demand for classroom space, calculated in WRH
(Y-axis), and compares this demand to the likely available classroom supply (again calculated in WRH).
The orange bars, broken down by classroom size, represent available WRH if all rooms of that size
were scheduled for 40 hours per week. The yellow portions of the bars represent actual Fall 2017
WRH demand, and the blue portions represent projected WRH demand if enrollment were to grow
1% annually through 2025. The demand for small rooms (20 seats or less) indicates the prevalence of
small, seminar-style courses. Note that the perceived “shortage” of smaller rooms shown in the diagram
does not exist in practice, as these smaller sections are in reality scheduled in larger rooms, which have
significant additional scheduling capacity. The analysis suggests that, even with relatively significant
enrollment growth, UVA does not have a quantitative need for additional classrooms, assuming good
scheduling practices.

CURRENT WRH DEMAND (Fall 2017): 		
TOTAL MAX PROJECTED DEMAND (Fall 2025):
TOTAL SUPPLY @ 40 WRH:				
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science & engineering labs utilization

non-science & engineering lab utilization

Understanding the use of teaching laboratories requires a more nuanced approach. This room category
includes specialized spaces used primarily for scheduled instruction, from traditional science labs to
dance studios and music practice rooms. Because of their specialized nature, these rooms are inherently
not fungible, and so we divide them into departmental categories, and explore their use on a room-byroom basis.

The diagram below illustrates the use of non-science teaching laboratories across Grounds. The nonscience intensive labs on Grounds show a reasonable utilization pattern, with multiple labs being used
to support more than one program. Wherever possible, the University should continue to monitor
opportunities to virtualize software, and thus promote this kind of shared use.

WRH target-use guidelines for science-intensive teaching labs are typically lower than similar guidelines
for classrooms, because teaching labs also need to support project work, and required dedicated set-up
time. Usage guidelines are typically around 20 WRH for science-intensive labs, although labs serving
basic first-year introductory courses often see substantially higher utilization.
For non-science intensive labs (typically computer labs of one form or another, and scheduled arts
spaces), targets are more like those for classrooms, typically at 30 WRH. We recognize that some arts
spaces are sometimes used for both scheduled and non-scheduled instruction, and this can complicate
WRH calculations. These rooms should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
The diagram below illustrates the use of scheduled science and engineering teaching laboratories
across Grounds. Each box in the diagrams represents an individual room. The number in the box is the
room’s WRH. The box is colored on a gradient relative to the usage guidelines discussed above. Red
boxes indicate highly utilized rooms; green boxes show rooms with additional scheduling capacity. We
note that some specialized disciplines (and sub-disciplines) may require a lab in order for the program
to exist, but the WRH need for that lab may be relatively low, and because of its highly specialized
nature, the lab may not be suitable or use by other groups. These are always difficult (but important)
considerations, and we therefore make no judgment here as to the merits of any program. At UVA,
core biology and chemistry labs are well utilized. The extreme utilization value shown for the nursing
teaching laboratory is likely a reflection of how record keeping for the simulation lab is handled, with
the room automatically being booked all day every day.
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synthesis of previous studies

Historically, UVA has explored the needs of individual schools or topics on an individual basis, typically
through the exercise of a specific, unit-based planning study. We reviewed a dozen such studies,
including What’s Next for STEM at UVA? (2015), Health Systems Integrated Space Plan (2017), and Arts
& Sciences Space Planning + Organizational Roadmapping (2018), all of which were completed within
the last four-to-five years. A complete list of the studies we referenced can be found in the appendix.
While the studies were specific to the needs of their sponsoring unit, they did have several common
components. These included a quantitative assessment of additional space needs (usually due to
recent and projected student and faculty growth; i.e., Curry School, School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences), or space needs associated with new programs (i.e. Contemplative Commons, a dedicated
building for the Batten School). They also include significant qualitative concerns around the condition
of research space (i.e. School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, School of Medicine), and an overall
dearth of flexible, collaborative space (a theme identified across the studies).

aggregated space needs from studies

WRH

We reviewed and aggregated the space needs identified by the individual studies (using the “mid-term”
projection for SEAS and excluding the clinical component of the School of Medicine’s projections) by
space type. The result is an aggregate “need” of almost 600,000 ASF, including over 100,000 ASF of
classroom space (a 33% increase in the current portfolio), 186,000 ASF of laboratory space, 92,000
additional ASF of office space, and 141,000 ASF of general use space (includes museum exhibition
space, assembly, and lounge spaces). Our analysis of classroom use (which showed sufficient quantities
of existing classroom space) suggests this simple aggregation therefore likely overstates the Universitywide need. And while much of the additional classroom need is for specialized spaces - large active
learning classrooms, for instance - the individual studies don’t reflect space sharing opportunities. While
we have not performed similar exercises across the other space types, this overstatement is likely the
general case.

space needs from studies by school/college/unit

WRH

needs assessment

TOTAL: 587,842 ASF

38
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average annual growth projections by school

points of intersection

While UVA’s growth projections anticipate an annual rate of growth less than 1% for next several years,
the various schools and their respective studies project much different average annual rates over
different timeframes:

Many of the previous studies reviewed describe a need for collaboration spaces, although slightly
different nomenclature is used across the various documents. Below is an attempt to distinguish
between the various space and approaches described:

•

School of Architecture (2017-2020): 6.9%
Ref. SOA Campbell Hall Renovation and Addition (2017)

•

Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy (2014-2025): 1.6%
Ref. Space Needs Assessment Future State Report (2015)

•

Curry School of Education (2017-2025): 0.5%
Ref. Needs Assessment: Current State and Future Vision (2017)

•

McIntire School of Commerce (2015-2024): 2.1%
Ref. Needs Assessment and Options Development (2016)

•

SEAS (2017-2025, “mid-term”): 2.3%
Ref. Integrated Space Plan (March 2018)

•

College of Arts & Sciences - STEM (2018-2025): 1.6%
Ref. What’s Next for STEM at UVA? (2015)

conceptual map

In addition to aggregating the calculated space needs, we mapped the footprints of proposed building
projects—when available—from the various studies. The resulting map (which does not include nonacademic projects like Athletics and Brandon Avenue mixed-use) shows new construction across
Grounds, from Fontaine to the Ivy Corridor, multiple significant renovation projects, and the decanting
(and potential demolition) of West Complex.

shared spaces
One example of a widely-discussed shared space is a school-specific maker space, which is open to all
with permission. Other examples include library spaces, non-gallery museum spaces, and 200-500 seat
classrooms. Spaces like these can be shared by multiple groups across the University for a variety of uses.

collaborative spaces
Some examples of collaborative spaces are centrally-controlled maker spaces with no departmental
affiliation (this is a model employed by Georgia Tech), lab and core facilities, and performance halls.
Additional examples of collaboration space are the Fontaine Translational Research Building and the
envisioned future home for the Batten School, given its role as an interdisciplinary convener.

collaborative programs
Initiatives that promote collaboration have traction at UVA, although there is room for enhancement. One
such program is the Strategic Investment Fund, which is set up to fund opportunities that can transform
critical areas of knowledge and further research progress, and which has led to the identification of
high-profile interdisciplinary initiatives. Additionally, the Cluster Hiring Initiative brings together faculty
members across disciplines to work on specific interdisciplinary topics.

fundraising history
Fundraising at UVA has historically been a responsibility of individual deans. The University has 16
distinct foundations, organized by school, only a few of which report to University Advancement (which
focuses on cross-Grounds initiatives). Moreover, UVA has historically relied heavily on its most generous
donors, who constitute a relatively small pool. This leads to a dynamic where multiple constituents
compete for the same donor’s interest, and does not naturally provide support for interdisciplinary
initiatives. The recent $3 billion capital campaign, for instance, relied on 90 large donors (gifts over $5
million) for more than 40% of total monies raised.
DONOR GIFT RANGES

$458,000,000
15%
$563,000,000
19%

$1,300,000,000
43%

$679,000,000
23%

40

$5M+

$1M-$5M

$100K-$1M

<$100K
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Changing Modalities

changing modalities

active learning space utilization

active learning

A pedagogical shift is taking place toward active learning models. This modality gets away from
traditional “sage on the stage” methods by engaging students beyond listening, reading, and
regurgitating material. Active learning is highly collaborative as students are encouraged to work
together and present findings to each other and to the class at large. Classrooms designed to support
this mode of instruction generally have tables for groups instead of individual desks. These classrooms
therefore have a higher ASF per student to allow for flexibility, engagement, and ease of movement.
Active learning rooms can also make use of technologies such as screens, throwable microphones, and
iClickers to facilitate instruction.

UVA currently has 13 classrooms designated as active learning spaces Their use is diagrammed in the
scatterplot below; each dot represents an active learning classroom, with room capacity along the
x-axis, and weekly room hours of scheduled instruction along the y-axis. These rooms generally have a
healthy usage, with only four out of 13 scheduled for less than 30 WRH. That said, because of the high
demand for these rooms, the University should consider policy changes that ensure each room is used
for a minimum of 40 hours per week for scheduled instruction.

UVA has made significant efforts to embrace active learning methods, but is limited by the small number
of classrooms it can use for these purposes. In particular, outside of the College of Medicine, the
University has no active learning classrooms for 120-person sections. The University has seen steadily
increasing demand for these kinds of spaces, and because of their positive impact on learning outcomes,
this trend is likely to continue, and if anything, could be accelerated.

monroe hall 110

new cabell 368

wilson hall 325

minor hall 130
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projected need

office SPACE

Currently, 5.5% of all sections are delivered in active learning classrooms. If the existing active learning
rooms were all used for a minimum of 40 WRH, the University would be able to teach 7% of all sections
in active learning classrooms. In general, for every 5% shift of the total number of sections from
traditional to active learning, the University will need to provide seven to eight additional active
learning classrooms.

The office space category is the single largest category of academic space at UVA (and all other
universities) with over 1.3 million ASF, nearly one-third of UVA’s academic space (vs. approximately
300,000 ASF for classrooms). This portfolio includes many large, traditional offices that do not promote
interaction and collaboration with other faculty or students. Recent studies that have addressed office
space (including the Health Systems Integrated Space Plan and UVA Administrative Staff study) noted the
inefficiency of traditional offices, and recommended reorienting new office space to be more efficient,
flexible, and collaborative. Considering the quantity of office space on Grounds, experimenting with
new workplace models is a high value proposition.

The University has not yet identified an optimal ratio of traditional to active learning sections, and
therefore it is not possible at this time to provide a target number of active learning classrooms. But the
need to increase the existing pool is clear, and the University should therefore consider a strategy by which
it delivers tranches of active learning rooms, and then monitors their adoption rates, using this method
to calibrate demand and supply. Initially, in delivering the first tranche of new active learning rooms, the
University should explore opportunities to convert existing rooms (this work is already underway). But
long term, and especially for the larger 120-person active learning spaces, conversion opportunities are
likely limited. As we have documented, UVA’s existing 120-person classrooms currently have a relatively
small station size, and are often raked. While there may be some opportunities to combine rooms, it
is important to consider the resulting configurations (active learning models tend not to work well in
rooms with one dimension significantly longer than another).

APPLY GROUPSTYLE-BASED GUIDELINES
Using a “groupstyle” based approach, UVA can work toward the
space budget of 130 NASF per person and vary the amount of
individual, collaborative, and support space.

O F F I C E A N D A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

Office/Administration Space Trends
As the workplace evolves, it will be important to adjust the private office and adjacent spaces to meet the future demands of work flow. Private workspaces
will be expanded to include touch down space and open workstations in an effort to create variety in the workplace and encourage users to self-select their
best working environment. Designated space will be sized based on the needs of the users.

Open Neighborhood
Accommodates 12 offices/
excerpt from UVA ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE PLAN
workstations

Collaborative Neighborhood
Accommodates 12 offices/
workstations

Traditional Neighborhood
Accommodates 12 offices/
workstations

brightspot | University of Virginia

The Private Office still plays an
important role in the workplace. It’s
form has evolved to fit the needs of
a new office culture.
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Offices and workspaces will be
adjusted to fit the needs of the
users. Size responds to the
function the office serves.

Collaboration plays greater role
in modern workplace practices.
Important to provide ample shared
space in addition to the private
office and workspace.

In the past, office size has reflected
position. In current practices, it’s
important to analyze utilization
and work flow to create spaces
that serve their users.

excerpt from health systems integrated space plan
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INTERDISCIPLinary RESEARCH space

Across the country, many universities are reorienting their approach to research around the world’s
great challenges. These problems are not neatly defined by traditional disciplinary boundaries, and their
solutions therefore require interdisciplinary teams that can provide multiple perspectives. A significant
quantity of sponsored research dollars is now awarded to teams led by multiple primary investigators.
And many of these interdisciplinary teams are thriving in facilities designed specifically to enhance
collaboration and interaction, and to avoid the silos sometimes associated with traditional research
space models. These new buildings are organized thematically; many of them do not have permanent
occupants, but instead rotate teams through on a three-to-five year basis depending on grant activity
and the status of the research. They are flexible, and they almost always contain a mix of uses that
promote community, contact, and discussion. Much of UVA’s existing research space is outmoded,
in poor condition, and not well-suited to the kinds of team research now required. As the University
considers how best to update its research-space inventory, here are several case studies that highlight
potential approaches.

financing strategies
UVA employs many different strategies to fund new building projects. Certainly, philanthropy plays a
large role in supporting new construction (please see page 39 for a breakdown of this funding source),
but because many donor relationships are specific to a school, the University may want to consider
more in-depth explorations and an integrated approach that blends multiple funding sources moving
forward. Methods used by other institutions include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Philanthropy
State funds
University funds (e.g. priority, strategic fund, subvention, etc.)
Debt (sometimes with innovative issuances like “shelf-like” which establish a reservoir of funds
for a given period without having to then go back to the market for each individual project—
The Ohio State University used this method to structure a municipal bond issuance that was
recognized with several awards in 2017)
Foundations (non-profit partners with co-aligned interests are increasingly playing a role in
capital projects, for example Georgia Tech recently partnered with the Kendeda Fund on an
environmentally advanced education and research building)
Single-use with industry partner (many universities are inviting industry researchers to share space
on campus, in the same building with university investigators, and using this as a revenue source
to fund the building’s construction—this tactic has been successfully employed by Princeton,
Georgia Tech, UMass, and others)
Mixed-use with private developer (in this scenario the university typically acts as anchor tenant
in a mixed-used development, converting an upfront capital cost into an ongoing operating
expense)
University as developer (while UVA sometimes uses this terminology to suggest a model in which
the University uses central funds to build a facility for a particular school for which the school
then pays an ongoing rent charge, it is more typically used to describe an arrangement whereby
the University employs its real estate assets for commercial purposes to generate revenue that
can then be used to build academic buildings; e.g. MITIMCo in Kendall Square, the University
of Chicago at Harper Court and other locations, several “commons” at the University of British
Columbia, etc.)
Revenue-generating core facilities (several institutions are making core facilities in their buildings
available on a fee-basis to the private sector)
Pledged-revenue streams (e.g. Garamendi bonds in the UC system allow universities to pledge
indirects as a source for revenue bonds)
Hybrid models (it is possible to combine several of these methods in a single project)

RESEARCH SPACE CONDITION GRAPHIC from health systems integrated space plan
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case studies
gross hall, Duke UNIVERSITY

ENERGY BIOSCIENCES BUILDING, UC BERKELEY
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Gross Hall at Duke University is a gutrenovation project completed in 2013. It was
centrally funded, using Provost monies (sadly,
this funding source is no longer available at
Duke). The building houses the Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies, and groups which
occupy the building are organized around
specific research topics with three-to-five years
occupancy. The building contains generaluse classrooms, offices, wet and dry labs, and
collision spaces that are organized around
intellectual neighborhoods.

The Energy Biosciences Building at the
University of California Berkeley is occupied
by the Department of Bioengineering, Energy
Biosciences Institute, and an associated tenant,
BP. The Energy Biosciences Building is one of
many buildings at UC Berkeley that uses this
model. It contains offices, research space,
meeting space, auditoria, and shared common
spaces. The occupants conduct research on
today’s most urgent environmental issues, like
climate change.

ENGINEERED BIOSYSTEMS BUILDING, gEORGIA TECH
The Engineered Biosystems Building at the
Georgia Institute of Technology was constructed
with the express purpose of facilitating research
across disciplines and institutions to create new
treatments, medical technologies, medications,
and therapies. Researchers from the Colleges of
Sciences, Engineering, and Computing, as well
as those from outside entities are tenants in
the building. The facility uses a building-based
shared services model and a “collaboration
specialist” is on staff to facilitate interactions
among the tenants.

MEDIA LAB, MIT

The Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology is an established and wellknown example of interdisciplinary space. The
building limits the amount of private work
space available to faculty (offices are around
90 square feet), and instead emphasizes active
collaboration zones specific to each of its
teams. The building also has multiple common
and event spaces to promote engagement. The
building is, however, reserved for use by the
School of Architecture and Planning, risking the
continuation of rigid silos.
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Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS

clASSROOM UTILIZATION OPPORTUNITIES

Throughout its 200-year history, UVA has been a leader in research and the delivery of high-quality
liberal arts educations. In order to continue this tradition, the University must now consider how best to
position its facilities so as to promote active and engaged learning methods, interdisciplinary research,
and the other needs of a complex prestigious 21st century University. These questions are particularly
important at this moment, because the University has now embarked upon the development of a new
strategic plan under its new president. This presents an important opportunity to establish systems
which can align academic, financial, and physical planning, break down institutional silos, and optimize
future development on (and beyond) Grounds.

A. INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE
In summary, the university likely has sufficient classroom square footage, but a significant
portion of this square footage is of the wrong type and cannot meet the university’s pedagogical
goals. Moreover, this existing square footage cannot be converted to accommodate the desired
styles of teaching and learning. It is therefore likely the University will need to construct some
new square footage for active learning needs, and that when this happens, it should consider
converting existing inappropriate classroom square footage for other academic purposes.
Key Strategies
1. Improve instructional space policy, management, and governance so as to optimize use of the
classroom portfolio and better align this use with evolving curriculum and changing faculty/
student demographics.
2. Understand and meet the need for Active Learning Model rooms.
Implementation Steps
1. Strengthen planning, analysis, and management of instructional space by providing appropriate
staffing and IT tools, primarily through the registrar’s office.
2. Improve utilization of registrar-controlled classrooms by targeting 9am to 2pm Monday and
Wednesday as a first step, and then targeting usage on Fridays.
3. By June 2019, develop a 5-year roadmap for active learning classroom development, including
number, size, modality, and location.
4. Centralize planning and control of active learning classrooms with robust organizational and
technological support.
5. By Fall of 2020, create three-to-six new active learning classrooms, beginning with conversions
through simple furniture replacement, followed by conversions requiring both renovation and
furniture replacement.
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B. RESEARCH SPACE

D. SOCIAL, COLLABORATION, AND MAKER SPACES

62% of the University’s ~840,000 ASF research portfolio is not well suited for its current use
because of some combination of aging systems and obsolete layout

UVA needs targeted additional accessible collaboration and maker spaces on Grounds.

Key Strategies
1. Further explore financial and other incentive structures to promote interdisciplinary research.
2. Implement a space governance policy that considers both space allocation and re-allocation
based on research themes and transdisciplinary activities and a process to track research
expenditures per square foot and FTE for all primary investigators.
Implementation Steps
1. Invest in modern, flexible, and adaptable research space to accommodate transdisciplinary
activities.
2. Continue to actively develop physical connections between the University’s research-intensive
zones (Health, Science and Engineering, Fontaine).
3. Further explore opportunities and impacts of downcycling existing research buildings for other
uses (or potentially demolishing them).
4. Further explore opportunities to establish core facilities to support the research mission.
C. OFFICE SPACE
Academic functions at UVA occupy ~1,300,000 ASF of office space (vs. ~308,000 ASF for
classrooms). This portfolio includes many large traditional offices that do not promote interaction
and collaboration with other faculty and students
Key Strategies
1. Explore incentive structures to encourage experimentation with new workplace models (while
renovating and reconfiguring offices is not a driver of academic capital project development, the
scale of square footage in this category argues for the implementation of new models).
Implementation Steps
1. Update the University’s office-space allocation guidelines using a space budget of 130 ASF per
person divided between individual work, collaboration, and support spaces.
2. Pursue small-scale prototyping of alternative configurations that stakeholders can experiment
with, show to other interested parties, and report back on their experiences (McIntire has indicated
a willingness to do such a test).
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Implementation Steps
1. Explore strategies for future collaboration and collision spaces that operate on a (relatively) small
scale and are located to activate major pedestrian corridors.
2. Determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether maker spaces should be centrally managed to
maximize universal accessibility.
E. GOVERNANCE
Academic space governance structures need to be unified and activated.
Key Strategies
1. The findings described in the previous page should inform the new strategic plan in order to
help UVA move towards a more efficienwt, more intentional use of its academic space moving
forward.
2. Academic, financial, and physical planning at UVA (and many other universities) should be more
fully integrated.
3. Consider adjusting incentive and organizational structures to impact the formation of capital
projects, promote interdisciplinarity, and better support project prioritization.
Implementation Steps
1. Undertake a grounds-plan update that, based on identified redevelopment zones, assesses and
prioritizes synergies for the location and phasing of future uses on Grounds; and helps shape space
needs developed by schools or other planning efforts.
2. Develop a rigorous and transparent method for prioritizing between potential capital projects
(making evaluation criteria transparent and clear is the most impactful practice for changing how
projects are formulated).
3. Ensure that the space working group and the space leadership group are activated and enabled
in their activities, and that all space-related decisions are channeled through these groups.
4. Explore ways to positively impact fundraising for interdisciplinary initiatives.
5. Consider amending the RCM model to bolster a central fund for interdisciplinary initiatives,
building on the work of the cluster-hire process and the Strategic Initiative Fund.
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STRATEGIES & IMPLEMENTATION STEPS SUMMARY MATRIX

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Historically, UVA’s growth has created an informal, yet strong, east-west axis linking the Science &
Engineering cluster with West Complex and the Health Systems cluster, and a north-south axis extending
from the Humanities cluster south of the Lawn to the Arts & Architecture cluster on Carr’s Hill. These axes
support a compact, pedestrian scale that largely fits within a ten-minute walking circle. Outside of the
core campus, the professional schools are located in North Grounds, and the University has recently begun
a major initiative to reinforce a significantly augmented clinical and research cluster at Fontaine Park. This
arrangement highlights the importance of connection between the various parts of Grounds. In addition,
UVA has committed significant resources to the Inova Campus in Fairfax.
This is a fertile time for UVA. The University has the opportunity to develop, either in series or in parallel,
a number of different districts: Ivy Corridor, Stacey-West Main, Brandon Avenue, and Fontaine Research
Park. These zones represent over 2.5 million square feet of development potential. In addition, UVA is in
the planning stages of a phased decanting of outdated clinical and research facilities in West Complex,
which could open up another 500,000 square feet for eventual redevelopment. The map below shows
these potential areas for development in blue. The blue heat map used to color the buildings represents
a blended metric of overall academic activity.
Each of these development opportunities has the potential to be transformative. Collectively the
order and character of the redevelopment of these zones will define the future of Grounds. It is
therefore imperative to prioritize these opportunities in conjunction with an overall strategic vision
for UVA that integrates academic, financial, and physical planning.

Top priority
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High priority

Priority
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Appendices

APPENDIX A: additional analysis
uva-wide wrh of instruction by school/college
The pie chart below shows the weekly room hours (WRH) of scheduled instruction by school or college for the fall 2017 semester. The College of Arts and Sciences has the most WRH at 5,600 (63%).
The School of Engineering and Applied Sciences is next with just over 1,000 WRH (12%).
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uva-wide wrh of instruction by space type
The pie chart below shows the weekly room hours (WRH) of scheduled instruction by space type for
the fall 2017 semester. The majority of instruction takes place in classrooms, with just over 6,600 WRH
(75%). Laboratories host just over 1,700 WRH of scheduled instruction (20%). Various other space
types host the remaining 5%.
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classroom use histograms - spring 2018

classroom metric diagram - spring 2018 - score: 0.433

The histograms below show the percentage of Provost-controlled classrooms that are scheduled at any
given time on each day of the busiest week of the spring 2018 semester. Please see page 30 for the Fall
2017 histograms and page 31 for additional details.

The graph below shows an overall picture of classroom utilization for the spring 2018 semester. Please
see pages 34-35 for the Fall 2017 diagram semester and page 33 for additional details.
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leased space asf by use

academic space development chronology

The pie chart below breaks down UVA’s leased space by use. Of the over 200,000 ASF of leased space,
over 100,000 ASF (58%) is office space (including Jefferson Quarry, Lloyd’s Building, and Kluge-Ruhe),
nearly 70,000 ASF (34%) is research labs (including CAB North Fork, Millmont Main Building and Cottage,
and Morven Farms), and 16,000 ASF (8%) is housing (University Forum Apartments).

The map below shows buildings colored based on the period of their construction. The lighter blue a
building is colored, the more recently it was built.

total leased space: 202,719 square feet
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APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL CASE STUDIES

planned buildings, the ohio state university
• Interdisciplinary Research Facility - Designed to serve multiple disciplines and will include labs, a
vivarium, and support spaces, modeled on existing Biomedical Research Tower
• Arts District - Relocation and consolidation of the Departments of Theatre, Fine Arts, Music, and
Dance to create high-quality learning environments with the aim of fostering interactions across
the arts. Will serve as new, grand front door of campus at the heart of the University District
• Interdisciplinary Health Sciences Center - Upgraded, flexible facilities (classrooms, teaching/
simulation labs, offices, support, and quadrangle with green space) to encourage interprofessional
collaborations among the Colleges of Medicine, Optometry, and Nursing, and the School of
Health and Rehabilitation Sciences

ADDITIONAL buildings, University of california berkeley
• The Li Ka Shing Center desginated for health-related research. Houses research groups with
common interest in molecular baiss for disease. Space allocated based on need and impact on
other groups in facility at large
• Sutardja Dai Hall houses interdisciplinary and collaborative research projects in information
and communication technologies. Space allocations and operational decisions must foster
interdisciplinary interaction

interdisciplinary science and technology building, michigan state univ
• Provides modern teaching and interdisciplinary research space to support growth in STEM fields
• Emphasis on research to support the University’s Global Impact Initiative to hire over 100 new
faculty investigators to accelerate finding solutions to the recognized “Grand Challenges”
• Adjacent to other research facilities to continue the development of research district centered
around the biomedical and biological sciences
• Promotion of interdisciplinary work provides competitive edge for multidisciplinary grants
New interdisciplinary centers, University of california berkeley
Four New Initiative Centers (NICs) created in 2013 with the goal of developing research and
instructional programs in promising areas between or among traditional disciplines
center for computational biology
• ~30 research groups from 12 departments and 5 colleges, plus LBNL. Two interdisciplinary
research graduate programs: computational biology Ph.D. program, and a designated emphasis
in computational and genomics biology.
• CCB works with several research centers and institutes, as well as Innovation fellows, collaborators
from other institutions and leaders from industry, government, and nonprofits
• CCB directed by a faculty Director appointed by Provost. Director reports to the Vice Provost for
Strategic Academic and Facilities Planning
center for new media
• Mission is to critically analyze and help shape developments in new media from cross-disciplinary
and global perspectives that emphasize humanities and the public interest
• BCNM has established cross-disciplinary faculty positions and a special program for masters’
and Ph.D. students. The BCNM supports academic modes of scholarship while encouraging
unorthodox artworks, designs, and experiments
• With >100 affiliated faculty from >30 departments, BCNM brings together humanists,
technologists, social scientists, artists, and designers. The center offers two graduate curricula,
an undergraduate certificate, several fellowships, and a visiting scholar program
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APPENDIX C: PREVIOUS STUDIES & SUMMARIES

This section details the previous studies synthesized for this project, and provides a breakdown of space
recommendations and key excerpts for each of the individual school studies.
Center for Contemplative Studies
• Program and Feasibility Study Report (2017)
College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
• Arts Programs Vision & Playbook (2017)
• Arts Space Planning & Organizational Roadmapping (2018)
• Instructional Design Group website (2018)
College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences / School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
• What’s next for STEM at UVA? – Integrated Facilities Plan (2015)

UVA-wide
• Academic Space Analysis (2016)
• Administrative Space Plan (2018)
• Grounds Plan Planning Model (2008)
• Grounds Plan Planning Model Update (2016)
• Space Planning Dashboard (2017)
• Capital Planning Process (2016)
• Makergrounds website (2018)
• Utilities Master Plan (2015)
UVA Art Museums
• Final Report (2018)
VP for Research
• Data Sciences Institute (2018)

Curry School of Education
• Needs Assessment, Current State & Future Vision Report (2017)
Darden School of Business
• Concept Study Report (2014)
• Program Review and Preliminary Master Plan, version 1 & 2 (2016)
• Master Plan (2016)
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
• Space Needs Assessment Future State Report (2015)
• Programming and Siting Study (2018)
Health System
• Fontaine Master Plan (2018)
• Health Systems Integrated Space Plan (2017)
Library
• Vision and Goals for the Alderman Library Renovation Project (2017)
McIntire School of Commerce
• Needs Assessment & Options Development (2015)
• Program Growth & Site Scenarios (2017)
School of Architecture
• Planning Study (2017)
• Campbell Hall Renovation & Addition (2017)
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
• Integrated Space Plan (2018)
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space need: school of ENGINEERING and applied sciences
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space need: COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

UVA Engineering Integrated Space Plan (2018) + What’s Next for STEM at UVA? (2015)

UVA Arts in Arts & Sciences Space Planning + Organizational Roadmapping (2018)

“Aging buildings housing the University’s STEM programs coincident with student
enrollment growth and an unprecedented period of STEM faculty hiring requires the
University and State to complete substantial reinvestment renewal and renovation work in
order to continue to house essential teaching and research functions on Grounds.”

“The main limitation is our current lack of sufficient flexible space needed to support
experimental work that is critical to achieving the A&S vision for the arts. Existing spaces
were designed to support traditional work in siloed, separated disciplines. A&S Arts is
more than fully utilizing those spaces in support of traditional disciplinary activities”

“Research space is composed of inflexible clusters of laboratories that prohibit
interdisciplinary teaching and research, contributing to an inefficient use of space.”

“What we need are larger, flat-floor areas designed with ample storage for varied and
flexible activities and uses. We need more spaces for producing arts products and events:
labs and studios, rehearsal spaces, and more blackbox and whitebox spaces.”
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space need: batten school of leadership and public policy
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space need: mcintire school of commerce

Frank Batten School Space Needs Assessment Future State Report (2015) + Program +
Siting Study (2018)

McIntire School of Commerce Needs Assessment and Options Development (2016) +
Program Growth and Site Scenarios (2017)

“More space for Batten will enable it to support its growing populations and support the
experiences that it envisions, because it will have the right types of space, enough of it,
and control over how it is used. In particular, Batten lacks its own classrooms and spaces
for its users to gather informally.”

“The McIntire School has a long-term plan for purposeful growth, including creating
new graduate programs, expanding current graduate and executive programs,
developing research and study programs through centers, and enhancing the portfolio of
undergraduate program offerings.”

“Batten wants to be the place at UVA where people come together for public policy-related
issues. As an interdisciplinary School with links to several departments and schools (e.g.:
Psychology, Education, Business), Batten is well-positioned to bring together disciplines
from across the .”

“McIntire needs a facility that is as flexible, multi-functional, and responsive as its
community. The School is also facing a few specific constraints related to meeting,
informal/collaborative, event, and specialized space.”
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space need: curry school of education

Curry School Needs Assessment: Current State and Future Vision (2017)

UVA Art Museums Final Report (2018)

“Curry is at capacity and requires immediate additional space due to growth in salaried faculty.”

“The Fralin and the Kluge-Ruhe need dedicated and expanded space to serve and enable
the scholarly needs of UVA. faculty and students, across grounds, increasing opportunities
for research, publishing, and exhibition through innovative collaboration.”

“Curry is increasingly focusing efforts on tackling complex issues in partnership with
fellow UVA schools and initiatives from a multidisciplinary perspective…Sharing space
with University partners would enable Curry to nurture those crucial relationships and
take advantage of transdisciplinary research and teaching opportunities.”
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space need: museums

“Desire for the new art museum building to serve as: a hub connecting students, faculty,
researchers, and the public to the collections and one another…and a leader and model
for a new type of inter-disciplinary arts museum that leverages valuable resources and
expands on educational opportunities.”
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space need: school of medicine
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space need: contemplative commons

Health Systems Integrated Space Plan (2017)

Contemplative Commons Executive Summary and Programming Excerpts (April 2017)

“With investment in the right set of new buildings – ones which support increased space
utilization and contemporary operations – the Health System can migrate into a smaller
footprint while accommodating planned strategic growth.”

The Contemplative Commons “will be a place that functions as a living laboratory for incontext research…provides open flexible spaces…provides specialized spaces with specific
experiences and equipment.”

“The current Health System portfolio includes roughly one-third space which is at the
end of its useful life and in which further investment is not recommended. This represents
some 1 million square feet, located primarily in the West Complex, Cobb Hall, McKim Hall,
the Jefferson Park Medical Office Building, and MR-4.”

“It’s about creating spaces where people can come together at the intersection of
disciplines to create, learn and reflect.”
“The Commons – a pan- environment – will create unprecedented opportunities for
intersections between academic and residential; faculty and students; culture and nature;
schools and disciplines.”
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space need: school of architecture

School of Architecture Space Needs Assessment (2016) + Addition (2017)

Darden School of Business Master Plan Study (2016)

“In 2015-16, no classrooms met the SCHEV minimum standard for 60% occupancy in
terms of actual enrollment…Several spaces are in noticeably higher demand than others,
most likely due to room quality…There is a dearth of office space at the A-School.”

Plan is “a roadmap for Darden facilities in the near to midterm as well as long term
ideas to support its recently developed strategic plan. Components of this plan include
an ‘Academic Hub,’ a central organizing space and gathering location for the school, as
well as co-location of student services, improved food service, student-friendly outdoor
pedestrian spaces, and the enhancement of a technology infrastructure for in-classroom
learning and synchronous and asynchronous distance learning.”

“The goal is to make courses in the FabLab accessible to a multidisciplinary group of
students….Expand collaborations with other UVA schools and units, domestic and
international universities, and building trades, fabricators, design industries, and NGOs
interested in similar research applications.”
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space need: darden school of business
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APPENDIX D: MEETING MINUTES
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